
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING SPECIFIC IN INTERNET SEARCHING

Read more about the importance of Search Engines here. getting shorter and that the majority of people believe
themselves to be busier than ever. To attain and retain market share in online searches, Search Engines need to make
service or product-specific rather than brand-specific, results pages will also include.

Other tips regarding keywords: Avoid putting too much into one search - pick the best keywords that you
expect the author to be using in their discussion and adjust along the way. Happy Searching! Fortunately,
DuckDuckGo recently started supporting all characters in searches. Simplify your search terms: strip out
unnecessary stop words and avoid suffixes. Combination Searches: the OR operator enables you to search for
two or more terms simultaneously, and is most useful when those terms are very similar. For example, the
search "Smee Computers" AND "Devlin Corporation" would only deliver search results that include the
names of both companies. There is a lot of filtering to do - three years ago in the number of pages in Google's
index exceeded the number of people of the planet, reaching the staggering figure of over 8 billion. I'm not
alone in using Search Engines. Search Engines essentially act as filters for the wealth of information available
on the Internet. Some blogs, for example, rank highly without actually being written by accredited experts.
Refine Your Search Using Operators Other characters or terms, known as operators, allow you to narrow
down your internet search in more targeted ways. My company uses Salesforce. If your search terms contain a
keyword with several meanings, you can exclude one of the meanings by adding a hyphen - before the
keyword. This site teaches you the skills you need for a happy and successful career; and this is just one of
many tools and resources that you'll find here at Mind Tools. So imagine, for example, that you're looking to
find out more about marketing. Typing in marketing -digital will exclude digital from the search, making it
easier for you to find the information you're looking for. Say, for example, that you want to find a local
supplier that can design an exhibition stand for your company. Use Quotation Marks Enclosing a search term
within quotation marks prompts the search engine to search for that specific word or phrase. Which of the
following searches will be more effective? If the search term is a phrase, your search will be for that specific
phrase, rather than for all the component words as individual items. Far from it. These algorithms are jealously
guarded and frequently updated. Or: Chinese restaurants near me. And as consumers and organizations come
to rely more heavily on them to find the goods, services and suppliers they need, the importance of the Search
Engines to modern businesses can only increase. Google looks at over different metrics when assessing
websites, including copy, in-bound links, website usability and information architecture. As a result, the sites
listed at the top of your search results may have very good SEO, but it doesn't necessarily follow that they'll
have the best content. With keyphrases that are service or product-specific rather than brand-specific, results
pages will also include many competitors, which makes acquiring a prominent position at the top of the page
even more crucial. So, it's usually best to eliminate stop words from your internet searches. Here is a list of
hacks experts like Quincy Larson have recommended which you may consider whenever you are conducting a
search for any topic. Symbols vary by database so check the help section on each database. Subscribe to Our
Newsletter Receive new career skills every week, plus get our latest offers and a free downloadable Personal
Development Plan workbook. Read our Privacy Policy 6. It's hardly surprising that attention spans are getting
shorter and that the majority of people believe themselves to be busier than ever. For instance, "public
education reform" versus "improving our schools. It's also worth being aware of paid advertisements, which
can appear at the top of search engine listings because companies have paid for them to do so. For example, if
you search for the word director, you'll likely receive a lot of results for direct, direction, directions, and so on,
too. Strategies for pinpointing the best, most relevant content include the following: Vary your search engine:
in fact, get used to using several, as they have different strengths. Use quotation marks: this narrows searches
down to particular words and phrases.


